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INTERIOR 
DESIGN 
with the

EARTH
in Mind

The greening of the superyacht industry
once seemed as elusive as the legendary green flash at 
sunset. Not so anymore. When building a superyacht 
today, eco-conscious decisions are gaining momentum. We 
have witnessed the rise in alternative propulsion systems 
for a while, but now we are seeing eco-design and eco-
construction assessments with interior appointments. 

Here are the ways that three designers—Tiphaine Treins, 
a French lighting designer whose Temeloy Lighting studio 
is based in London; Mark Berryman, a British architect and 
designer who is the principal of Lymington-based Mark 
Berryman Design; and Laura Pomponi, an Italian designer 
who is the principal of Luxury Projects based in Ancona, 
Italy—are embracing and, in some cases, helping to lead 
these trends.

THESE THREE SUPERYACHT DESIGNERS 

BRING INNOVATIVE, ENVIRONMENTALLY 

CONSCIOUS STRATEGIES AND 

MATERIALS ON BOARD.
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Above: The chandelier aboard Aquila is the focal point of the yacht’s lobby. Below: Like a cascading waterfall, the chandelier is 36 feet tall and extends from the 
sundeck to the lower deck. It comprises 38 stainless steel rods, each with an average of 40 handmade crystal glass components. 
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Laura Pomponi began working in shipbuilding 
in 2002. She holds a Ph.D. in electronic 
engineering and has a pragmatic side that 
complements her knack for art and design. She 
has a penchant for researching novel materials 

and finding innovative applications, and has joined the 
Water Revolution Foundation, whose mission is “to 
preserve the world’s precious oceans and neutralize the 
footprint of the superyacht industry.” 

Pomponi established her own studio in 2008. Her 
company motto is “design for your life.” As interior 
designer of the recently delivered 230-foot (70-meter) 
Benetti Alfa, she worked closely with the owners to define 
every design detail. 

According to Pomponi, some clients lead the charge for 
greener yachts, and some need leading. In the case of Alfa, 
it was a bit of both, as the owner was keen to have a holistic 
approach to the design. 

“The client wanted a warm and calm interior that was at 

the same time light and modern,” Pomponi says. “We stuck 
to natural colors and materials, and purposely excluded 
shiny or glittery stuff. Most of Alfa’s interior appointments, 
from material to art to furniture, were sourced within 40 
miles of Ancona to reduce embodied energy for travel.” 

At the onset, the client brief specified a round stairwell 
clad in natural stone or marble. Not to exceed the monetary 
budget and keep within weight and size limitations, Luxury 
Projects suggested flexible stone veneer. It creates a wall 
made out of natural stone with a polymer composite back. 

Pomponi explains it this way: “Using a stone quarry that 
has a very soft, sandy stone, one puts a special type of glue 
on the surface of the quarry wall and peels it back so that 
the stone dust adheres to the sticky substance and gives the 
appearance of being stone, but it is merely a façade.”   

It is a real stone product that bends and folds. It can be cut 
with scissors, applied with a nontoxic adhesive and trimmed 
with ordinary woodworking tools. Its flexibility allows it to 
be installed on curved surfaces and round columns. LU
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Laura Pomponi / LUXURY PROJECTS
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Interior Design

Clockwise from facing page: Laura Pomponi, CEO of Luxury Projects 
based in Ancona, Italy; the upper deck home theater aboard Alfa
employs a host of sustainable materials such as engineered wood; 
flexible stone veneer on the staircase of Alfa.

Another product Pomponi uses is engineered wood, which 
is sustainable and easy to maintain. Her source is the Italian 
company Alpi, which sources poplar, lime or ayous woods 
from certified and sustainable forests that are managed 
with respect for biodiversity. The company guarantees 
direct supervision of the entire supply chain with  product 
traceability. The wood is stripped and recomposed in an 
infinite range of types, finishes and patterns. 

“This engineered wood is free of the flaws typical of 
traditional wood, and can always provide uniform and 
constant colors and sizes,” Pomponi says. “If you use this 
wood in an outside flower box, it will rarely change color 
from the sunlight, as it has been prepared to withstand 
6,000 hours of UV rays.”  

The owner of Alfa did not know about these eco-friendly 
materials at the onset of the build, Pomponi says, but was 
thrilled with the aesthetics of the result. ◊ 

For more information: luxury-projects.com
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